Case Study - Customer

Award Winning Managed SOC
Services for one of Europe’s Largest
Investment Companies
Client Background

understanding their key security threats, and then
designing, implementing and monitoring use
cases, including data onboarding where required.

One of Europe’s largest public pure-play Asset
Management Groups..

Adarma is proud to have been commissioned to
build and manage this service, and the CISO
considers it a major asset to the organisation.

Challenge
With a growing global presence and over £300bn
of funds under management, and an ever
increasingly dynamic threat environment, this
organisation wanted to be confident that their
specific security concerns were being addressed.
They had previously been using a Gartnerrecognised leading managed security service
provider (MSSP) for X years, but their Chief
Information Security Officer (CISO) recognised
that this could not deliver the context aware
security service they required, particularly around
their critical trading platform.
Adarma was engaged to move this organisation to
a specialist security platform. We lead them on a
journey to create their own bespoke Security
Operations Centre (SOC), maturing their
technology and processes, and providing expert
resources along the way.

Benefits
Some of the key benefits include:
Dedicated, bespoke SOC model built to
deliver maximum client value.
Improved contextual awareness of security
risks.
Management, training and staff retention are
no longer a business issue.
Increasing SOC’s capacity to monitor a
broader set of use cases

Contact us to discuss your SOC requirements
enquiries@adarma.com

www.adarma.com

The Adarma Solution
Why

Adarma planned, designed and deployed a
dedicated on-site SOC for this financial
organisation, and we are now responsible for
running it.
Using the Splunk cyber analytics platform, we
provide capability around cyber risk detection and
response, operational security fulfilment, and
Splunk engineering services, including use case
creation, data onboarding and system health and
wellbeing.
All these services involve working collaboratively
as an extended part of the customer’s team,
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Adarma ?

As a business formed and run by former senior
security leaders, Adarma are proud to sit amongst
the largest independent security services
companies in the UK, counting almost 30% of
FTSE 100 organisations as clients.
We are multi award-winning enterprise-native
consultants, we’re experienced and with a proven
track record of working with clients from highly
regulated industries to provide tailored, fit for
purpose services and being their predictive and
proactive guardians.
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